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HELLO‚
I’m Deelan.

I work with my wife as a dynamic team duo, bringing a 
harmonious mix of her eye for intimate detail and my 
photographic skills to bring a laid back and beautiful 
experience. 

GGrowing up in Brisbane, you get a great appreciation for the 
way life is here, relaxed and comfortable. Bringing this to the 
way we run our business, our clients appreciate us making 
them feel comfortable and stress free on one of the most 
important days of their life. Even the most camera shy are 
comfortable with us. Every wedding is a personalised 
experience, from planning, scheduling and working with you 
to delito delivery. Everything is made unique to you and thats the 
style we go for, unique. Making lasting memories is our goal 
and we are proud of each and every delivery.

If you’re looking for a laid back and comfortable experience 
with a down to earth and easy going team then we are the 
ones for you. 
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WHY
Dee.SLR Photography?

Not Not everyone has done a photoshoot, 
or is comfortable in front of the 
camera. We will not only make you 
comfortable, but we will also make 
sure that you’re looking your best on 
one of the best days of your life.

Our team dynamic means Our team dynamic means youve 
always got a professional eye looking 
out for you and ensuring that you left 
with beautiful life long memories.
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INVESTMENT
your memories are worth it

Hiring a pHiring a professional is more than just 
paying for the photos of the day. You pay 
for the planning of your photos to ensure 
that you look your best. You also are 
insuring the safety of your images, with 
multiple back ups of images as soon as we 
are finished. 

The iThe investment in a professional also 
includes professional editing and delivery 
of your final products in convenient and 
secure methods ensuring that you get the 
best.
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add ons

Extra Hours..................$99 p/h

Rehearsal............................$500

Engagement Shoot .........$250

USB Delivery........................$30

INVESTMENT

03 /
Platinum Package

- Full wedding coverage 

(Includes up to 1 hour Couples 

Wedding shoot)

- Professionally edited photos

- Online pri- Online private album of all 

images for easy sharing

- Pre-Wedding Consult

- Personalised USB 

- Second Photographer

$2799

02 /
Gold Package

- 10 hours of wedding 

coverage (Includes up to 1 

hour Couples Wedding shoot)

- Professionally edited photos

- Online pri- Online private album of all 

images for easy sharing

- Pre-Wedding Consult

- Personalised USB 

$1799

01 / 
Silver Package

- 4 hours of wedding coverage 

(Includes up to 1 hour Couples 

Wedding shoot)

- Professionally edited photos

- Online pri- Online private album of all 

images for easy sharing

- Pre-Wedding Consult

$1199

A LA CARTE
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ENGAGEMENT
expert advice for an e ortless 
engagement shoot

Engagement sessions aEngagement sessions are the ideal 
way to get over wedding nerves. They 
not only allow you to meet us prior 
and get comfortable with one another 
and be in tune with the photography 
experience. 

Locations aLocations around Brisbane are 
sometimes hidden gems, from little 
known parks to well established 
venues we are flexible and can 
photograph anywhere you choose!
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Tip 03 / Make a day of it

Plan Plan your shoot around the things you 
love. For example if you love the beach, 
plan the shoot as a day trip to the beach. 
This allows you to take full advantage of 
the day and be who you are in the 
moment! 

Tip 04 / Timing

The best time of the day is golden hour, The best time of the day is golden hour, 
the last hour before sunset or the hour 
right before sunrise. This creates not only 
beautiful lighting conditions but also 
beautiful images.

Tip 05 / Have an idea, or don’t!

If this is If this is your first shoot, dont be scared, 
we are here to help. We will guide you 
and pose you to flatter who you are and 
showcase the love between you both. 

WWe are also very accomodating and if 
you’ve got an idea of some photos you’d 
really want done then let us know ahead 
of time and we will do our best to 
incorporate it into the shoot.

Tip 01 / Be Comfortable

An engagement shoot is An engagement shoot is your chance 
to be yourself, without the stress of 
the wedding day around you and the 
time frames, it gives you some time 
with the person you love to get some 
really beautiful moments. So dress 
comfortably and be ready to smile!

TTip 02 / Get dressed, not 
stressed!

Without the timeframes around or the 
glitz and glamour there is no stress 
except turning up. Wear sometime 
that complements you both, you can 
even match if you wanted to!

TTurn up, and don’t forget your 
beautiful smiles at home. If you arent 
used to being in front of the camera 
then this is the perfect opportunity 
for you to practice! 
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“Deelan & Dhara are an amazing and 

passionate photographry team, they 

makes things so easy for you. Right 

from our initial conversation to us 

receiving the photographs their 

communication was commendable. 

They truly know what they’re doing. I 

would highly would highly recommend them to 

anyone looking to capture some 

memories!!”

Ragini / quote
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YOUR DAY
our tips for a stress-free, 
relaxed wedding day

WWedding bells are ringing! The excitement, the 
nerves, all that planning and coordinating - all 
comes together today. Try to relax and enjoy the 
day as best you can, it’ll be one of the best of your 
life.

TTake some moments to breathe, take it all in and 
embrace anything that comes your way on the day. 
Not everything will go as planned, and that’s 
nothing bad. 

YYou’ve done the hard yards getting here and 
working your butt o  to get it to come together. So 
enjoy your day , don’t forget to be present in the 
moment and prepare to become one.

AND DONT FORGET TO SMILE!
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Tip 03 / Eat your heart out

Eat something, it’s a long day! But 
also don’t forget to stay hydrated 
too. It’s a marathon of a day and like 
a good marathon runner you need to 
stay hydrated and keep nourished.

TTip 04 / Enjoy your time!

The photoshoot is The photoshoot is your time away 
from the hustle and bustle of the day, 
your special time away with your 
beloved. Enjoy your time at the shoot 
as a chance to relax a little and 
breathe. We aim to provide guidance 
and put you at ease during your 
photoshoot with us.photoshoot with us.

Tip 05 / Relaaaxxx

You’ve planned this day down to a T, 
in some peoples cases, the whole 
alphabet. Sure some things won’t go 
to plan, some won’t even work, and 
that’s OKAY! Not every plan will go 
as intended and sometimes this is out 
of your control, so don’t stress about 
it and it and remember tip 01.

Tip 01 / Don’t forget to smile

Amongst Amongst everything going on you 
should not forget to smile! Smile as 
much as you can, you never know 
when your photo is being taken! We 
aim to be as inconspicuous as 
possible and to get beautiful candid 
photos of you with all your friends 
and and family so smile your biggest 
smile!

Tip 02 / Get Hands on

Hands need things to do, think what 
to do with your hands. Fiddling with 
your dress or hair can spoil your 
pictures and make you look nervous. 
Try to keep your hands hanging 
loosely by your sides, otherwise hold 
a clutch bag that complements your 
drdress or hang onto that bouquet!
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LOVE NOTES
our incredible clients share 
their experience

Dee.slr PhotogDee.slr Photography are truly gifted 
photographer duo, who were able to capture 
the moments in a subtle but truthful and 
relaxed way that did not intrude at any point. 
Deelan and Dhara, wow what an amazing 
pair! Firstly thank you so much for being a 
part of my wedding celebrations.

I I would whole heartedly recommend you guys 
to anyone looking for a photographer for their 
special day who wants someone who truly 
works at the top of their game and produces 
outstanding results with
cool pcool professionalism. Rob and I can’t thank 
you enough for your lovely service and we will 
always be so grateful.

You have captured our special moments so 
perfectly we could not have asked for more 
from you. You have been amazing, so 
professional and friendly!

Stunning, Outstanding & Amazing – these aStunning, Outstanding & Amazing – these are 
just some of the comments we received about 
your images.
You have given us the most beautiful 
photographs,to be treasured forever.

Thank you dee.slr photography once again for 
an absolutely amazing experience!!!
- Khushboo- Khushboo
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Peter & Judy

Deelan did an Deelan did an excellent job at taking 
photos for my wedding. We decided 
to keep it small but still wanted 
memorable photos so reached out to 
Deelan. We have never done a photo 
shoot before so were somewhat 
awkward as we didnt know how to 
stand or pose; Deelan made us stand or pose; Deelan made us feel 
completely comfortable and directed 
us as well as knows some great 
locations for some quality pictures!

Catherine & Stephen

I would recommend this company in a 
heartbeat. Not only are they 
amazingly great photographers they 
captured moments on my day that I 
cried to see the beautiful photos. 
They are amazingly priced and very 
professional. Best ever decision I 
made to book these couple to captumade to book these couple to capture 
my day.

Manav & Jyoti

Deelan & DhaDeelan & Dhara are an amazing and 
passionate photography team, they 
make things so easy for you. Right 
from our initial conversation to us 
receiving the photographs their 
communication was commendable. 
They truly know what they are doing. 
I I would highly recommend them to 
anyone looking to capture some 
memories!!

Pamudi & Dinoo

Deelan and Dhara photographed our 
wedding and we had an amazing 
experience. They were such gems and 
very accommodating of us. They truly 
went above and beyond. I would 
highly recommend to anyone.
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VENDORS
OOver the years we have had the 
pleasure of working with a wide 
variety of vendors and services. As 
such we feel it is unfair to name 
just a handful in this guide. Be it a 
florist for beautiful bouquets, a 
celebrant to tie the knot, a dj to 
set the mood, maset the mood, make up artists to 
make you look your best and then 
some, videographers to get every 
detail or even just a wedding 
planner to take the stress of the 
day o your head reach out! 

We are more than happy to put 
you in contact with one of our 
many wonderful friends

VENDORS
our friends in the business
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How do I secure my booking?

In oIn order to secure your wedding day 
booking with us you need to pay a 
50% deposit with the remainder of 
the amount due before the wedding 
date. This can be split up if need be, 
just ask us.

WWe also o er credit card payment 
options if required.

What is your COVID & 
Rescheduling policy?

If If for unforseen circumstances your 
wedding needs to be 
delayed/postponed we are more than 
happy to move the booking at no 
extra cost to you granted that we are 
available for that new date. 

HHow long do you back up our 
photos for?

WWe keep both RAW (unedited) and 
the professionally edited copies of 
your photos for up to 5 years. These 
are kept in both secure cloud and 
o ine storage as a matter of data 
preservation.

Should Should you ever lose your copies of 
the edited images we are more than 
happy to provide them to you 
digitally once more at no extra cost.

What is your style of 
photography?

WWe provide a beautiful mixture of 
photography styles across a wedding 
day. We capture mostly candid shots 
of the day in a documentary format 
of all the details we feel will bring 
you the most joy in years to come. 

During the shoot hDuring the shoot however we aim to 
also make you comfortable, look your 
best and get photos of you and your 
family that would look amazing in an 
art gallery as well as your home.

What if it rains on the day?

WWe can’t control the weather, yet. On 
the night before and the day of the 
wedding we normally will check a 
number of weather forecasts to see 
what the chances are for rain on the 
day. 

If it does happen to be If it does happen to be even a slight 
chance of rain we are able to provide 
white umbrellas which we are able to 
incorporate into the photoshoot. We 
will also adapt to the setting and 
utilise undercover locations as much 
as possible to avoid damaging your 
beautiful attibeautiful attire.

Are your packages customisable?

Yes, of course! Every wedding is unique 
and we are more than accomodating in 
adjusting the packages to suit. Just send 
through details and we can make a more 
personalised experience for you.

HHow long till I get my photos back?

We aim to have your photos back to you 
within 4 weeks of the ceremony date. This 
subject to other factors as well such as 
how many other shoots we have in 
tandem and how busy we are.

Is there a limit to how many 
photos I get back?

WWe aim to normally capture every 
little detail we can, because 
sometimes they make for the most 
beautiful memories. We will provide 
back all images that pass our quality 
check, all expertly edited for you and 
ready to print. 

On aOn average, our smaller weddings is 
about 150+ images, while our larger 
weddings can be upward 400+ 
images returned back to you.

FAQS
expertly answered
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FEATURED
you can find us in

The Brisbane Registry O ce of Births, 
Deaths & Marriages Facebook and 
Instragram

YYou can also find us tagged by our past 
clients on Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/dee.slr.photogr
aphy/tagged
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